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GENERAL REGULATIONS 

The following rules and regulations apply for 
DHL Express EuroCup 2020 Championship. 
 
Any DHL Express team can register for this competition. 
All team members must work for DHL Express and should 
have been on the payroll as of 1st January 2020, working 
at least 20 hours per week. Teams will be disqualified 
if any team members do not comply with this rule. 
 
1.0. CHEERLEADING – DEFINITION
 
Performance sport involving the elements of organized 
cheering/chanting, stunting, tosses, tumbling 
and dancing in a choreographed routine. 
 
1.1. DIVISIONS – CHEERLEADING 
 
The following divisions with number of 
athletes exist for Cheerleading: 
 
DIVISON PERSONS

TEAM CHEERLEADING ADVANCED Maximum 16

 
1.2. CROSS-OVERS 
 
Each athlete may only compete in one team in a specific division. 
 
1.3. TIME OF THE ROUTINE 
 

Team Cheerleading: 
1.  Cheer portion: can only be placed at the beginning of 

the routine. Maximum time of thirty seconds (0:30). 
2.  Maximum time between Cheer and Music (set 

up time) portion: twenty seconds (0:20). 
3.  Music portion: Maximum two minutes, thirty seconds (2:30). 
 
1.4. MUSIC / ENTRANCES 
 
1.  Every effort should be made to ensure that the lyrics of 

the music are appropriate for all a udience members. 
2.  Timing will begin with the first choreographed 

movement or note of the music, and end with the 
last note of music or when all team members come 
to a stationary position, whichever comes last. 

3.  If a team exceeds the time limit, a penalty will be issued 
for each violation. One (1) point deduction per second. 

4.  Because penalties are severe, it is recommended that 
all teams time their performance several times prior 
to competition and leave several seconds cushion 
to allow for variations in sound equipment. 

5.  Each team must have a coach/representative responsible 
for the music. This person is responsible for notifying the 
music technician to start the music at the right timing. 

6.  Each team has to send his/her music in advance and 
bring it to the championship on a USB-stick. 

7.  In order to keep the competition running on time, teams must 
enter the performance floor as quickly as possible. Teams will 
have limited time to enter the floor and start their routine. 
Elaborate choreographed entrances will not be allowed. 

 

1.5. PERFORMANCE SURFACE CHEERLEADING 
 
1. Air track flooring: minimum surface area of 12m X 12m. 
2.  Teams need to line up in the area between the 

preparation tent and the performance floor. 
3. No penalty will be given for stepping outside the area. 
 
1.6. HOW TO HANDLE PROCEDURAL QUESTIONS 
 
1.  Rules & Procedure - Any questions concerning the rules or 

procedures of the competition will be handled exclusively 
by the coach of the team and will be directed to the 
Competition Director (Aranka Zwart). Such questions should 
be made prior to the team’s competition performance. 

2.  Performance - Any questions concerning the team’s 
performance should be made to the Competition Director 
(Aranka Zwart) immediately after the team’s performance 
and/or following the outcome of the competition. 

1.7. SPORTSMANSHIP 
 
All participants agree to conduct themselves in a manner 
displaying good sportsmanship throughout the competition with 
positive presentation upon entry and exit from the performance 
area as well as throughout the routine. The coach of each team is 
responsible for seeing that team members conduct themselves 
accordingly throughout the entire event. Severe cases of 
unsportsmanlike conduct are grounds for disqualification. 
 
1.8. INTERRUPTION OF PERFORMANCE 
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A. Unforeseen Circumstances 
1.  If, in the opinion of the competition officials, a team’s 

routine is interrupted because of failure of the 
competition equipment, facilities, or other factors 
attributable to the competition rather than the 
team, the affected team should stop the routine. 

2.  The team will perform the routine again in its 
entirety, but will be evaluated only from the 
point where the interruption occurred. The 
degree and effect of the interruption will be 
determined by the competition officials. 

3.   If a team needs to re‐perform a routine but fails to do 
the routine in its entirety, then this team will receive 
a score based on the lower level performance. 

B. Fault of Team 
1.  In the event that a team’s routine is interrupted because of 

failure of the team’s own equipment, the team must either 
continue the routine or withdraw from the competition. 

2.  The competition officials will determine if the team 
will be allowed to perform at a later time. If decided 
by officials, the team will perform the routine 
again in its entirety, but will be evaluated only from 
the point where the interruption occurred. 

3.  If a team needs to re‐perform a routine but fails to do 
the routine in its entirety, then this team will receive 
a score based on the lower level performance. 

 
1.9. INTERPRETATIONS 
 
Any interpretation of any aspect of these Rules and 
Regulations or any decision involving any other aspect of the 
competition will be rendered by the Competition Director. 

The committee will render a judgment in an effort to ensure 
that the competition proceeds in a manner consistent 
with the general spirit and goals of the competition. 
 
1.10. DISQUALIFICATION 
 
Any team that does not adhere to the terms and procedures of 
these Rules and Regulations will be subject to disqualification 
from the competition and will automatically forfeit any right 
to any prizes or awards presented by the competition. 
 
1.11. JUDGING PROCEDURE 
 
As the teams perform, a panel of qualified and certified 
judges will score the teams using a 100 point system. 
 
1.12. SCORES AND RANKINGS 
 
Individual score sheets are for the exclusive use of each 
particular judge. Each judge has the responsibility and 
authority to review and submit his or her final scores and 
rankings prior to the final tally of the scores for all teams. 
Scores and rankings will be available only to coaches 
or captains at the conclusion of the competition. 
 
1.13. FINALITY OF DECISIONS 
 
By participating in this championship, each team agrees that 
judges’ decisions are final and will not be subject for review. 
 
1.14. PENALTIES
 
Deductions are applied based on the rules and regulations 

included in this rulebook by a specially designated deduction 
judge and checked by a second deduction judge. If you have any 
questions concerning the legality of an element or routine section, 
please send a video to Aranka.zwart@dhl.com. This can be 
submitted up to two weeks before the competition and must be 
clearly labeled with team name, contact person name, telephone 
number and e‐mail. 
 
2. CHEERLEADING DIVISION 
 
2.1.  GENERAL CHEERLEADING SAFETY RULES 

AND ROUTINE REQUIREMENTS 

1.  All athletes must be supervised during all official  
functions by a coach. 

2.  Coaches must consider the athlete and team skill levels 
with regard to proper performance level placement. 

3.  All teams and coaches must have an emergency 
response plan in the event of an injury. 

4.  Athletes and coaches must not be under the influence of 
alcohol, narcotics, performance enhancing substances 
or over-the-counter medications that would hinder 
the ability to supervise or execute a routine safely, 
while participating in a practice or performance. 

5.  Athletes must always practice and perform on an appropriate 
surface. Technical skills (stunts, pyramids, tosses or 
tumbling) may not be performed on concrete, asphalt, 
wet or uneven surfaces or surfaces with obstructions. 

6.  Soft-soled shoes must be worn while competing. No dance 
shoes/boots, and/or gymnastics slippers (or similar) allowed. 
Shoes must have a solid sole, suitable for Cheerleading. 

7.  Jewelry of any kind including but not limited to ear, nose, 
tongue, belly button and facial rings, clear plastic jewelry, 
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bracelets, necklaces and pins on uniforms are not allowed. 
8.  Any height increasing apparatus used to 

propel an athlete is not allowed. 
9.  Casts that are hard and unyielding or have rough edges 

must be appropriately covered with a padded material. 
Clarification: The appropriately padded material must be such 
that it protects both the athlete and fellow athletes from injury. 

10.  The level grid encompasses all skills allowed for 
the particular levels Basic and Advanced. 

11.  The competitors who begin a routine must remain 
the same throughout the course of a routine. 
A performer is not permitted to be “replaced” 
by another performer during a routine. 

12.  An athlete must not have gum, candy, cough drops or other 
such edible or non-edible items, which may cause choking, 
in her/his mouth during practice and/or performance. 

13.  Basic and Advanced divisions must follow the safety rules. 
14. 

A.  All required spotter positions as mentioned in the rules 
and regulations for both Basic and Advanced divisions 
must be filled from within the team. These spotters 
are known as internal spotters, who are primarily 
responsible for protecting the head-and-shoulders area 
of the flyer. Internal spotters may help control, but may 
not provide primary support for a Pyramid or Stunt. 

B.  In addition to internal spotters, teams may use, 
extra, external spotters. External spotters cannot 
be part of the competing team and must not 
participate in the routine. External spotters do 
not meet the requirements for spotter positions 
as mentioned in the rules and regulations. 

C.  Required spotters for all skills must be your own team’s 
members and be trained in proper spotting technique.  

15.  If in doubt, please contact the EuroCup 
Rules Committee for prior approval. 

 3.1 LAYERS & HEIGHT CLARIFICATION 
 

 
 
Layer 
A unit to express how many layers of people there are in a  
stunt/pyramid: 

1 layer = at least one foot is stationed on the ground. 

2 layers =  half or more than half of the body weight is sustained by 
a 1st layer person. 

3 layers =  half or more than half of the body weight is sustained by 
2nd layer person. 

HEIGHT LIMITATIONS 

DIVISON MAXIMUM LAYERS MAXIMUM HEIGHT

ADVANCED CATEGORY 3 2.5

3.2 RULES ADVANCED CATEGORY 

GENERAL 
 
3.2.A.  Cheer or Chant must be performed without music and 

must have a clearly recognizable beginning and ending. 
3.2.B.  All team members must start the routine 

with at least one foot on the ground. 
3.2.C.  Flags, banners, signs, pompons, megaphones, and 

pieces of cloth are the only props allowed. All props 
must be safely discarded out of harm’s way (e.g. 
throwing a hard sign across the mat from a stunt would 
be illegal). Any uniform piece purposefully removed 
from the body and used for visual effect will be 
considered a prop once it is removed from the body. 

3.2.D.  At least one internal back spotter must spot each 
flyer. All cradle dismounts must have 3 catchers. 

3.2.E. ALLOWED: 
•  Pendulums may be performed if there is constant 

contact between a flyer and at least one base. 
•  Double leg Stunts and Pyramids 3 layers, 2.5 high 
• Single leg Stunts and Single Based Stunts 3 layers, 2.5 high 

3.2.F. PROHIBITED: 
• Prone Cradles 
• Height increasing apparatus 
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TUMBLING 

3.2.G.  ALLOWED: 
• No restrictions. (note: jumps are not 

considered a tumbling skill) 
 
TOSSES 

3.2.H.  A basket toss must be cradled by at least two of the 
original bases, plus a back spotter in place at the head 
and shoulder area. A toss should be directed vertically. 

3.2.I. ALLOWED: 
• Up to and including Double Twist & Single 

Rotation, or Double Rotation. 
3.2.J. PROHIBITED: 

• Rotations exceeding two vertical twists, or rotations 
exceeding double head over hips. Tosses over/
under/through any pyramid, stunt or individual. 

MOUNTS, DISMOUNTS & TRANSITIONS 

3.2.K. Drops including but not limited to knee, seat, thigh, 
front, back, and split drops from a jump, stunt, 
or inverted position are not allowed - unless the 
majority of the weight is first borne on the hands 
or feet, which breaks the impact of the drop. 

3.2.L.  All cradles require at least 3 catchers. Twisting 
and rotating dismounts must be cradled. 

3.2.M. ALLOWED: 
• Up to and including Double Twist & Single Rotation. 

3.2.N. PROHIBITED: 
• Prone Cradles. 

3.2.O. 3RD LAYER DISMOUNTS: 
• All dismounts must be cradled
• PROHIBITED: Backward somersaults (without suspension)
• PROHIBITED:  More than two twists in dismounts from 

Stunts/Pyramids
• PROHIBITED: Prone Cradles 

 
3.3 SUMMARY: CHEERLEADING ADVANCED CATEGORY 

 ADVANCED CATEGORY 

Maximum Layers 3 layers 

Maximum Height 2,5 high 

Internal Back Spotter Required At least one internal back spotter must spot each 
flyer. Required for all stunts and pyramid sections. 

Internal Front Spotter Required 
At least one internal front spotter must 
spot each 3rd layer flyer. Required for all 3 
layers stunts and pyramid sections. 

Double Leg Stunts Allowed up to and including 2,5 high (3 layers) 

Single Leg Stunts Allowed up to and including 2,5 high (3 layers) 

Single Based Stunts Allowed up to and including 2,5 high (3 layers) 

Mounts & Transitions Allowed up to and including Double Twist  
& Single Rotation 

Dismounts
Allowed up to and including Double Twist  
& Single Rotation 
Check limitations applied to 3rd Layer dismounts 

Cradle Dismounts from 
Stunts or Pyramids

At least 3 catchers required.  
(2 bases + 1 internal back spotter)

Tosses Allowed up to and including Double Twist 
 & Single Rotation or Double Rotation 

Tumbling No restrictions

Prohibited Prone cradles Height increasing apparatus

4.1 DISTRIBUTION OF POINTS 
 
 JUDGING CRITERIA DESCRIPTION POINTS 
VOCAL EXPRESSION 10
Cheer/Chant Crowd leading ability/ability to lead the crowd for 

teams Nation and DHL spirit, 10 Criteria effective 
use of signs, poms, or megaphones to lead the 
crowd, encourage participation and response, 
execution (native language encouraged). 

TECHNICAL ELEMENTS 50
Stunts Execution and level of skills, number of bases, 

number of stunt groups, synchronization, 
variety, sequencing, transitions. 

10 

Pyramids Execution of skills, sequencing, transitions 
(moving into, or dismounting out of skills), 
timing, synchronization, creativity. 

10 

Tosses Execution of skills, height, synchronization, 
variety, air trick(s). 

10 

Tumbling Execution of skills, synchronization, flexibility, 
strength, cleanness, sequencing. 

10 

Jumps Execution of skills, synchronization, flexibility, 
strength, cleanness, sequencing. 

5 

Motions/Dance Execution of sharp, precisely placed motions, 
synchronization, visual effects, moves and timing. 

5 

DIFFICULTY 20
Overall difficulty Overall difficulty, level of skill, number of performers 

able to perform skill, number of difficult skills, 
display of progress and development. 

10 

Speed, transitions Speed and pace, synchronization, seamlessly 
moving into and out of routine sections and 
from skill to skill, continuity, timing of skills. 

10 

OVERALL EVALUATION 20
Choreography  Variety of routine components, cleanly composed 

routine precise and well thought out, visual 
effects, use of floor, formation changes, moves 
and timing synchronized with words and music, 
telling a story/bringing a concept, creative. 

10 

Spirit Overall presentation, showmanship, energy, 
cheerfulness, eye contact, crowd effect and 
appeal, confidence, evoking contagious emotion 
of positivity and excitement, dynamic. 

10 

 TOTAL 100 
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 4.2 DEDUCTIONS 

TIME VIOLATION 

Cheer/chant-, set up- or performance  
time violation 1 POINT Per second 

INAPPROPRIATE ELEMENTS VIOLATION 

Suggestive, offensive, or vulgar choreography, costuming, 
makeup, and/or music 2 POINTS Per element

ACCESSORIES VIOLATION 

Jewelry of any kind 2 POINTS Per athlete 

Loose hair, long nails 2 POINTS Per athlete 

Non approved medical items 2 POINTS Per item 

Incorrect shoes 2 POINTS Per athlete 

Other apparel, accessories 2 POINTS Per athlete 

PROPS VIOLATION 

Use of item that is not mentioned in  
allowed props  1 POINT Per item

SAFETY VIOLATION

Drop or fall to the floor  
(stunt/tumbling/pyramid) 5 POINTS Per occurrence 

Missing internal spotter 2 POINTS Per occurrence 

Prohibited element / wrong category 10 POINTS Per occurrence 

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS:  POINTS

COMMENTS: 

WARNING: 

 


